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Results and Practical Implications: In the paper, Lavallee presents evidence showing 

preretirement planning was positively associated with team selection, team tenure, and 

career tenure. Providing both players and clubs with evidence that engaging in 

preretirement planning not only supports performance but may increase team and career 

tenure will assist in the endeavour to make personal development, dual career, and well-

being programs a genuine part of professional sport. The findings also suggest huge 

organizational benefits in supporting pre-retirement planning. For individual clubs, having a 

culture that values a whole-person approach to development that facilitates access to a 

career coach or PDM can help keep players in the club, and the game, for longer. This can 

potentially have many benefits for the club. Strong development programs may also attract 

players from other clubs that do not espouse the same values; or indeed retain players who 

may be offered similar renumeration contracts at a rival club. Finally, clubs that actively help 

to prepare players for life after rugby maybe attractive to players who are coming to the 

end of their professional sporting careers and need to engage in preretirement planning.  
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Providing players with access to career coaching, work experience, business mentoring, and 

financial advice while they are still playing helps players feel more supported with their 

transition and allows for more positive transition from the game. 

It is encouraging to note the significant relationship between engagement in the 

preretirement planning and the experience level of the career coach. At European and 

World level, player associations are striving to elevate and enhance the role of the PDM. 

Currently there are no industry-standard entry-level qualification for PDMs, or indeed a 

membership body to ensure quality assurance standards and promote knowledge sharing 

through regular meetings. Better qualified and supported PDMs will give players and their 

clubs greater confidence that they are engaging with professionals, who have the skills, 

competencies, and qualifications to support their off-pitch development. Whether the PDM 

is employed by the club, the federation, the player’s association, or as joint initiatives is also 

something that would be interesting to explore. 

It is worth noting that the average number of sessions with a career coach was greater than 

one. In practice, many players engage in an initial retirement or career development 

meeting, but when confronted with the pressures of training and competition, may never 

return for a follow-up, or review meeting. Preretirement action plans should be regularly 

reviewed to give the best possible support to players. Having a PDM embedded in the club 

and supported by the management of the club would allow for greater engagement with 

preretirement planning and personal development, in general. 

 

 

TASS have produced this lay summary. The full article is available (permissions may apply): 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/15325024.2018.1516888?journalCode=upil20  
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